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Features
By Design Not By Default
Designing a New Library

by Eleanor Parker

‘You’re getting a new library’... a phrase to strike equal
amounts of excitement and fear into a school librarian. This is
my experience of ‘getting a new library’ and some of the
lessons I would like to pass on to others. 

Background

St James Senior Girls’ School is an independent school in West
London. The library has around 5,200 physical items, it’s
pretty small. I work three days a week, term time only and job
share with my Library Assistant. We are very lucky to have a
Head who is supportive of the library and who respects my
expertise as a Librarian which I know is sadly not the case for
everyone. We have a good budget.

Our old library was situated in a converted classroom space. It
definitely had its positives; a great position right in the middle
of the school, directly opposite the school hall; sight lines were
good (not difficult as it was so small!) and it had a nice view
out of the window (great for pondering) but the space wasn’t
really fit for purpose. It couldn’t accommodate the number of
pupils wanting to study, the shelves were overflowing despite
regular weeding, there was no storage or work space for the
librarian, there was no projector or screen for library lessons
or author visits... I could go on. It was a default space that had
outgrown itself.

I was really excited at the prospect of a new library but, while
everyone was talking about the ‘big new library’, I knew the
new space wasn’t a great deal larger, so I was desperate that it
fulfilled its potential and was fit for everything we needed it to
be.

The Design

My first task was to create a realistic wish list which I
prioritised into ‘essentials’ and ‘desirables’. I wanted to get
what we needed but also wanted to be taken seriously by
senior management and not have my ideas dismissed as

unrealistic. This list included the big layout goals (e.g. more
space) and the smaller requirements (e.g. easy to open
windows). For each item on the list I justified its need, made an
effort to estimate cost and proposed cost-effective solutions.
At this point I had no idea what the budget might be for the
new space or what the SLT had in their minds; I was
envisioning a similarly ‘converted’ space, just slightly larger,
but I wanted to be clear, to all involved, about the importance
of my participation in the project from the outset. I was the
one who understood what was needed from the space and who
would have to make it work for all its purposes. I sent my list
off to the Bursar and the Head, and hoped for the best.

As it was I didn’t have to make do and mend. At my initial
meeting with the educational furniture specialists who were
undertaking the design I was explicit that my requirement was
for function over beauty. No I wasn’t interested in the latest
product that every other school library was having, I knew
what I wanted and I stuck fast to my initial wish list. In every
meeting and for every one of the many proposed designs I
argued my case for a functional space, dismissing ideas that
wouldn’t work and asking for solutions where problems arose.
I knew I was the expert on how the space would be used and
this was my one opportunity to get it right. I didn’t accept any
design until I was satisfied that the final layout had achieved
everything we needed. The ultimate plan for the new library
was one that I was really happy with. Everything on my
essential wish list had been incorporated, right down to the
extra plug sockets. I was proud of it, and still am. 

I also made sure to consider other things that might be
affected by the change in space. We were moving site and so
would lose our space in the middle of the school. What would
that mean for the library? No more drop-in visits while pupils
waited for assembly, no more teachers popping in while they
procrastinated over marking? I took proactive steps to secure
our much-coveted notice board space outside the hall;
promotion would be even more important. The photocopier
that previously lived next door would now be way down the
corridor; we would need a copier specific to the library.

The Move Out

Fast forward to the final few weeks of the academic year. We
are preparing to pack up the library for storage over the
Summer while work on the new space takes place. I have
heavily weeded the collection, found some books that are older
than I am, and got rid of A LOT. My philosophy is the same as
packing up my home, I don’t want to open up boxes in my new
flat and find them full of old junk... in with the new and all
that. The stock check has been done and we are ready to
pack... or are we?



I confess that I had a major debate with the Assistant Bursar
over packing boxes. I was insistent that only proper library
crates would do, she was sure that cardboard boxes would be
fine. It was a debate I eventually lost (she held the purse
strings) and, what can I say, the cardboard boxes were fine. Yes
it took a little longer to seal them shut with tape and open
them again but the books were all in one piece which was the
main thing. 

So into the cardboard boxes went the books. One layer to each
box to stop them getting too heavy and make them really easy
to unpack. Each box and each bit of re-usable furniture was
very clearly labelled and a thorough inventory made (credit to
my amazing assistant who thought of this) of everything we
expected to be moved across to the new site. The whole
process took place in the last week of term and I made sure
that everyone knew that the library would be closed during
this period. Finally, having learnt from a previous move, I
made the building services team swear, on pain of death, that
the boxes would be stored as far away from any dusty building
work as was humanly possible. And then I went home for my
Summer break and spent many a sleepless night feeling more
than a little bit stressed about the new space.

The Move In

September 2016. The library is built! It looks amazing! It’s
bigger than I expected! Ok, ok, so it’s still in disarray and there
are no shelves in the bookcases, and no light fittings, and... but
it looks amazing!

I made it clear that the library would be closed to all until we
had finished unpacking – no exceptions! (Sorry, I can’t find
you a copy of Girl, Missing right now. Kind. Of. Busy). It was
really important to me to consider the space before we started
the unpacking and I didn’t feel guilty in taking thinking time to
get the feel of the space and decide how best it would work.
Once I’d pondered enough we got down to the hard graft of
shifting boxes into position around the room. This was serious
work and you need muscle on board but it made it so much
easier and quicker to unpack each box in sequence. We re-
used furniture where possible and bought our extra
furnishings from IKEA – so much cheaper than library
suppliers. Aside from some major issues with missing shelves
and shelving units the library was up and running in a week.

A very important word about shelving. The furniture
specialists, of course, estimated the amount of shelving
required for the number of books in the collection. I was
happy – we had loads more space! More space for more books!
However, when I discovered what they considered a suitable
shelf height I wasn’t so happy. Perhaps they had
never seen a book before? Certainly they hadn’t
thought about the fact that some books are much
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Lessons To Pass On

■ Decide what you need and justify it from the
outset. YOU are the expert on how the space is
used by students and don’t let anyone tell you
otherwise.

■ Communicate with senior leadership. Find out
who is making the decisions and do your best to
make them your ally.

■ Stick to your guns re your requirements – even
when others are suggesting otherwise... remember
that thing about being the expert... BUT.

■ Decide where you will and won’t compromise.
Concede where necessary.

■ Get your collection in order BEFORE you start
packing.

■ Label, label, label.

■ Consider other things that might be affected by a
new space – especially if you are moving
locations. It’s not just the books that are moving
but your presence in the school.

■ Check the details! When they talk about shelf
space what shelf height are the figures calculated
on?!

■ Give yourself thinking time so that when you start
unpacking you know you are on the right track.

■ Look is important – although, I still maintain, not
at the expense of function. 

■ Be realistic, and make it clear that you are
realistic – work with the space and the budget
that you have.

■ Movable shelving is your friend. It makes any
space wonderfully flexible. 
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Background

In 2009 I took up a post, completely new to me, as a prep
school librarian. I had previously worked as a midwife in a
busy hospital with lots of colleagues to bounce my judgements
off. I now found myself in charge of a library with over 7,000
resources and approximately 400 pupils and staff to serve.
Additionally, the library was moving location with me at the
helm. How different… now there was just my shadow to
bounce ideas off. Luckily, I wasn’t aware of how naïve I was.

After a few months, for some strange reason, the Headteacher
suggested I visit her old school that had a well-established
library. I gaily went along to the school in West Sussex and
met Sarah, the loveliest person, who not only showed me her
library and executed a ‘lesson’ for me but – crucially – invited
me along to a librarians’ support group. 

The aim of this feature is to encourage anyone who is working
as a librarian to forge links with fellow librarians. There are
many different types of groups you could consider, for
example: the online School Librarians Network (SLN); the
School Librarian Association (SLA); the Chartered Institute of
Library and Information Professionals (CILIP) or just the
librarian in the school down the road. I was introduced to a
group of librarians called LIPSSEE. (See below for links to all
the groups.)

LIPSSEE

LIPSSEE stands for Librarians in Independent Prep Schools in
South East England. It’s a support group that was started by
Denise Reed in 2009, who still runs the group. It’s very
informal, welcoming anyone working in any capacity in an
independent primary library and membership is no longer
confined to the South East. It has a wonderful website that all
can access, with information on everything from author events
to inspector visits. In addition, Denise circulates regular
newsletters with all the latest information from the book
world. Group members frequently email the group with
requests: from the simple, ‘Which books do you use for Year 4
class readers?’ to ‘What do you do with Bookbuzz?’ 

The support we give each other doesn’t go unnoticed either, as
a recent email from Sally (Surrey) shows, ‘I just wanted to
thank you all very much for all your great suggestions last week
and for coming to our rescue so enthusiastically! Our Head’s
PA was so thankful for all the contacts and for pointing her in
the right direction and commented that she had no idea what a
great network of prep school librarians were out there!’ 

We have the opportunity to meet up at least two or three times
a year but there is never any pressure to attend meetings or
even contribute when you do. It’s totally non-judgemental.
Over the years I feel I have become friends with the other

No Librarian Is An
Island
Making Good Connections

by Susan Smith

larger than your average paperback. In our non-
fiction section we lost one shelf per unit; luckily my
enthusiasm for weeding the collection meant that we

had enough space. But only just – not the empty acres I had
imagined. 

The Outcome 

Of course there were things that weren’t quite right. Decisions
that the designers had made over the Summer while I was in
blissful ignorance; a desk that is just slightly too high, for

example. And there
were changes made
to the layout due to
unforeseen issues e.g.
radiators that refused
to move. And some
things didn’t get
done straight away;
two years later I’m
still considering the

signage and moving tables around to work out the best
configuration. But we have a brilliant library that now serves
all its purposes. It works for study and for lessons; we can hold
author visits and poetry workshops; we can run a creative
writing club and still provide study space at lunchtime. I have a
storeroom! It is a beautiful, open and quiet space that actually
feels like a library and I was totally surprised at how the
students have responded to that with much more positive and
studious behaviour.

And there was an outcome that I didn’t expect at all. That the
process of moving to a new library would give me so much
more confidence in myself. In positioning myself as the expert
I realised it was true. In arguing for things that I knew were
important I got more respect, not less. I’ve said it before but
I’m very proud of our library and although there was input
from many people, I know that it is my vision and my ideas
that made it what it is and I take ownership of that. By design
not by default.

■ Eleanor Parker is Librarian at St James Senior Girls’ School,
London.
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